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on Its "New,. Center" program.
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Local Black
Art Exhibit
In A129
A mixed-media art exhibit by leading professional Black artists from Los
Angeles and the Bay Area will open
Monday in the Main Gallery, A129.
Part of the continuing "Black Arts
Today" piogram, the exhibit will run
through March 28.
An exhibit by SJS Black students
will run concurrently with the professional show in the Little Gallery,
recently moved to A245.
Featured in the professional exhibit
will be a sculpture. "Black Unity." by
Elizabeth Catlett, head of the sculpture department at the National University of Mexico in Mexico City.
Exhibits by Bay Area artists, all
affiliated with Art West Associated
North, include sculpture by Ibibio
Fundi (Jo Austin). lithos by Maiva
Cremer, constructions anti paintings by
Marie Johnson and monoprints by
David Hammons.
Works from the Los Angeles area
will include etchings by Marion Epting,
acrylics by Leota N. Trigg, sculpture
by John T. Riddle Jr. and water colors
by William Pajaud. All exhibiting Los
Angeles artists are members of Black
Artist Association.
Also in the show will be prints from
the Oakland Museum collection, "Prints
by American Negro Artists."
Although normal gallery hours are
9 a.m. to 4 p.m., it will also be open
at 6 p.m. on Tuesday, March 25, preceeding a "Symposium on Black Art"
at 7:30 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Marie Johnson, exhibiting artist and
teacher of Black art at the California
College of Arts and Crafts, will moderate the symposium.
Panelists will include Dr. Samella
Lewis, art historian, painter and
teacher; Royce Vattghn, director of
project ABLE in San Francisco; John
Outterbridge, exhibiting artist; anei
Paul Mills, director of Oakland
Museum.
Thc symposium, as all events in the
"Black Arts Today" series, will be
open to the public without charge.

Langan Proposes
Housing Recourse
Unscrupulous landlords may have to
face ASB-backed attorneys if ASB vice
president Bill Langan’s proposal is adopted Wednesday.
Langan revealed that the Housing
Committee has selected the law firm of
Morgan, Beauzy and Hammer to consult with students on housing problems
if ASB approval is obtained.
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Student Council Splits
Football Game Money
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Student Couneil Weditemlit split the 3118,976 from a telesised
Stanford football gi
gising (d) per cent to the Athletic Departintnt
with the stipulation that a$39.712 athletic deficit be paid.
per cent, $31,613 will be held in a special ASB
The remainder of the
ace lllll it until a proposed Atilletit Board of Control has membership,
policies. and duties agreeable to the ASB.
Tht otlirr
per cent of the f
from the SJS-Stanford game twill go
into ale ASB getwral f
I.
*
*
*
The athletic deficit, detailed in a
Jan. 27 memo from Robert Bronzan,
director of athletics, resulted from
personnel change-over, injuries to key
players, a losing football season with
poor attendance, a large number of
grants-in-aid and unexpected medical
and publicity costs.
Designed to replace the Athletic
Advisory Board, the Board of Control
WaS proposed last semester to recomStudents will have more in store for mend actions in handling athletic conthem with the coming of the sun than tracts, recruitment of athletes and
just short skirts, long legs, bikinis, and personnel selection such as coaches,
said Dave Aikman, ASB treasurer.
arucieties.
The proposed board, Aikman conASB Pres. Dick Miner has proclaimed Wednesday, March 19 as tinued, would have equal student rep"Swim in our fountain, Dudley, Day," resentation because "if the ASB is
in honoring the newly-appointed State responsible for the athletic deficits,
then students should be involved with
College Trustee, Dudley Swim.
"Recognizing the fact that the gov- making policies and contracts which
ernor of the once-great state of Cali- cause these debts.
Aikman, with Bronzan’s written confornia has appointed Dudley Swim a
state college trustee, and further currence, will recommend to the Acarecognizing that we should honor those demic Council Monday that board
of our educational community," Miner membership be four facttlty and four
has proclaimed the one-day festival student voting members, with one and
two year terms of office for students
honoring Swim.
Miner hits written a letter to Trustee and two year terms for the faculty
Swim inviting him to the SJS campus meinhqrs.
for the event planned to inaugurate
Bronzan, in a letter March 12, recomthe end of the SJS rainy season. "I mended that the board should advise
think you can guarantee something Pres. Robert D. Clark on matters rewilt happen," said Miner.
lated to athletics, although he did not
The ASB president said he plans to give any examples of what "matte’s."
make the event a weekly happening at
Aikman agreed with Bronzan’s surr,the fountain. He said there are enough gestion, and specified intercollegiate
weeks left in the semester to honor athletic contracts, reviewing comthe rest of the Trustees "who we think plaints of athletes and recruitment as
are all wet."
particular areas of concern.
Miner also has planned The PresiBy the resolution, passed 9-1-1, coundent’s 109th Annual Bacchanalia and cil also indicated a desire to place the
Animal Husbandry Festival for the $31,643 remaining from the athletic
week following Easter Vacation, April department’s share of the TV funds in
7-11.
an account under the supervision of
Tentatively scheduled for the fes- the Board of Control.
tival will be an all -animal contest. with
Aikman said he would recommend
all entries slated for a first prize, a this action to council as soon as the
whistling contest, and other competi- Board of Control is approved as to
tions.
membership and policies by Academic
The plans also call for the Rev. Council, and meets council approval.
Kirby Hensley of the Universal Life
Persons and teams within the AthChurch in Modesto, to speak, to have
letic Department desiring part of the
the campus witch exorcize "all the TV funds, he said, would request the
evil spirits in Tower Hall," and to money from the board, not ASB or the
have a judging eommittee rate the athletic director.
Buildings and Grounds employees’
Aikman also indicated Bronzan aplunches to find the most unusual lunch. proved of board control of the TV
More definite plans will le forth- funds.
coming, but remember that Webster
Placing the TV funds under the condefines Bacchanalia as "at drunken trol of an objective hoard would hopefeast: orgy."
fully eliminate the possibility of any
one team or special interest group
within the Athletic Department receiving all the money.
Students and faculty interested in the
college’s in-house research program for
spring semester 1970 should complete
applications by April 8.
The applications are available in the
Center of Research anti Advanced Studins (CRAS) office, AD147.

Miner Proclaims
Dudley Swim-In
For Wednesday

Photo by 00a Whoa
SHARPSHOOTERS Keith Carroll, left, freshman industrial design major, and Lindsey Fonick, sophomore art
major, total up those points after a good round at the
shooting line. Get the point? Archery is a sharp sport!

Dr. Gloria Hutchins and Mrs. Mary Gilbert instruct
three beginning and two intermediate co-educational
archery classes. Follow the arrows to page five for a
bullseye view of archers in action.

MASC Picketing To Continue
In Support of Gonzales Pair
Members of Mexican-American Student Con federa t ion MASC will picket
outside the Education building again
today in protest of the transfer of a
Gonzales High School District faculty
member and the elimination of her
husband’s job.
Today’s picketing will mark the third
day of the Chicano protest on campus,
whieh began on Wednesday, when
MASC members marched outside the
Education building, which houses the
SJS office of the National Teachers
Corps,
The demonstrations are a show of
support for Chicano picketers at Gonzales High School, protesting the Gonzales District Board of Trustees’ decision to transfer Paula Alvarez, .a
Teacher Corps member at Gonzales,
and the firing of her husband Mario,
a Chicano liaison between the school
and the predominantly Mexican-American community.
SJS Student Council Wednesday

gigiet006
’BIG TIME BUCK WHITE’
Conga drummer Big Black will star in the San Francisco-based musical
comedy "Big Time Buck White," to be presented Monday at 8 p.m. in
Nlorris Dailey.
The musical, free to the college community, starts the two-week "Black
Arts Today" cultural series organized by Black students.
KIDDAFRIKA PERF’ORMS
The Kidelafrika will perform at a dance sponsored by the Residence Hall
Association tonight from 9:30-12 p.m. in the Women’s Gymnasium.
Admission for non -residence hall students is 50 cents per person and 75
cents for couples. Residence hall students will be admitted free.
Creative jazz and blues are the specialty of the Kiddaliika. Dress for the
dance is "free and creative."
ENGINEERING SOCIETY
A new engineering organization, the Society of American Military Engineers (Student Post), is being formed and the first meeting will be held
March 20, 7:30 p.m. in MH320.
LTC John Kern, assistant district engineer of the San Francisco District
of the Army Corps of F:ngineers, will speak on the topic, "Projeets Under
Way in the San Francisco District." All those in engineering or ROTC are
invited.
XIS GRAD AT YMCA
SJS January graduate, Metier’ Estrada, has been named full-time program director for theEast Side YMCA.
The appointment of the 25 -year-old sociology graduate from Stockton
was announced by Ron Paterson, chairman of the branch board of managers.
Estrada will be in charge of the Gra-Y, Jr Hi -Y and Hi -Y clubs and the
ramping program.
HISTANICO DINNER
Club Histanico, SJS’ Spanish Club, will hold a dinner tomormw at the
El Charm Restaurant, 2169 Winchester Road. Campbell, at 8:30 p.m.
Luis Yanez, president, said the dinner is open to the college community.

night unanimously adopted a resolution in support of the MASC and
MAYA positions.
MASC alleges that the Alvarezes
were fired for their efforts in organizing a ehapter of the Mexican-American Youth Association (MAYA) at the
high school.
Spokesmen for MASC said that they
were picketing the SJS Teachers Corps
office because the corps had ’’in effect.
complied with the Gonzales High decision, because the teachers corps on
campus is just another by-product of
the, system."
At a rally yesterday on Seventh
Street, MASC appealed for supixtrt in
denouncing the Gonzales issue. Juan
Antu, MASC member. called for signa-

Basketballs Bounce
So Hearts Can Beat
Members of Sigma Alpha Mu fiaternity will bounce basketballs today
and tomorrow to raise money for the
National Ileart Association.
"Bounce for Beats," a marathon
basketball bounce, will begin at 2 p.m.
today and run continuously through 10
p.m. Saturday at the Stevens Creek
Plaza Shopping Center. Live entertainment will be provided as the fritter1110 MealbeeS bounce basketballs symhMizing the beat of the heart.
"Bounce for Beats" is participated in
nationally by Sigara Alpha Mu.

tures on a petition "that will show the
concern their (Gonzales Board of
Trustees I action has caused, and that
many people have pledged their support to see the situation remedied."

Representative Files
Constitution Gripe
The first official complaint against
the recent balloting on the new ASB
Constitution, which passed 542-502, has
been received by Roger Olsen, temporary attorney general.
Eugene Stone, senior representative
on Student Council, filed his complaint
Wednesday with the council and Olsen.
Stone, in his message eo council, said
he filed the complaint because he believes that a two-thirds vote should
have been necessary for passage of the
document, and not the majority vote
that was used.
Olsen said the procedure from this
point is to contact Stone and Christine
Schirle, election board chairman, and
then to take the case to the ASB Judiciary, if Miss Schirle’s decision on
the election vide does not satisfy
Stone.
Council was also blessed with some
entertainment Wednesday by a jazz
ensemble. The ensemble was to ask
council for an allocation of $3,112 to
participate in several jazz festivals.

CRAS Forms

Orientation Group
Has Seven Openings

Still Hope for JC Transfers
Recognizing the seriousness of the
problem for junior college transfers
seeking admission to San Jose State
(ilege in the fall, Pres. Robert
I) Clark said today that conversations
have been underway for ten days in an
effort to admit more junior college
transfers from among the applications
already submitted,
Althnugh SJS will accept no more
applications from junior college transfers, college officials are attempting to
find means to accept more students
from the 4,100 applications already
submitted.
"We are aware of the seriousness
of the problem posed by the early SJS
closing date for applications for students in the area seeking to continue
their college education," said President Clark.

A major convent for adding more
students is the shortage of facilities.
President Clark pointed out that if
additional students are admitted, a
selective admission process would have
to be employed by the college. He cited
a problem last fall when 100 new students enrolled in the college to study
art, but the college was unable to pmvide classes for them. In addition to
art facilities, science latx)ratory space
is also extremely limited, Additional
students in these areas could not be
accepted.
President Clark also noted the problem of hiring and housing additional
faculty, which would be needed to
serve additional students. More funds
would have to he allocated for staff,
and faculty office space would probably have to be rented in the college
area since no office space is available.

One major aid to meeting the facilities problem, indicated by President
Clark. WOUld be the purchase of Guadalupe College, which has been proposed by SJS to the Board of Trustees.
This facility would house 1,300 students,
relieving the crowded main campus
classrooms.
Also cited as a factor in the shottage of college spaces for area junior
college transfers is that there are only
two public state colleges in the South
Bay and Peninsula areas, where the
heaviest population concentration in
the Bay Area exists.
"From a rational view of the ability
of the college to offer its normal
quality of programs, it is unwise of us
to consider taking additional students,
but the concerti for these students is
overriding," concluded President
Clark

Interviews for seven positions on the
Orientation Conference Committee
(formerly Frosh Camp) are in the College Union, 315 S. Ninth St. through
Monday. Interview sign ups are in the
College Union.
Mike Rutz, orientation chairman,
said his committee will reexamine the
orientation program and make some
changes in next year’s Orientation
Conference. He explained the conference will be geared to new students,
but will PaY greater at tent ion to tearlS.
for students.

Windows Broken
B11
caused
Vandals armed vk
betvveen $300 and $400 damage to two
new windows in the new College Union,
under construction, last week.
Williams & Burrows, Belmont general
contracting firm, repotted the damage
to San Jose police. The several B13
gan holes in the glass make replacement
of the 8 -foot square windows necessary
after the union is completed.
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Nose Noise

SAN

Bill Durschmann

Editor

Roger Chapinan

By FERI)INAND FIOFORI
What made 1111. 110,l‘ around for noses
was one of those ma
.onution warnings . . . "Keep your big nasty nose out
of my business!"
This might have a different meaning if
you really have a big nose. Btu man, don’t
worry a hoot about your "hooter." There
is nothing wrong with a dietittelise mutt
Which on many occasi .... s has led to the
sweet smell of success.
A large nose on a man’s face can be
something to be proud of. According to
physiognomists people ’who read character from facial characteristics’ the bigger
the nose the more successful a man is
likely to be.
Take for example, Le grand Charles,
the giant of Europe ... I mean the French
president, Charles (le Gaulle. It is his nose
which usually looks for trouble although
his mouth spells it out.
One of CBS’ new-found show business
girls, Carol Burnett, has nosed her way
into success with her big "hooter."
The most notorious nose in history belonged to the rth-century French swordsntan and poet, Cyrano (le Bergerac.

Advertising Mgr.

Editorials

Support for Gater
It is heartnarining to us. and probably eeti more so for the staff of the
San Francisco State Daily Cater. to see
the quick response of the SJS Student
t:outicil to the t;iiter’s suspension Nlonday.
Connell "pledged all possible forms
.1--istance to the SFS non-Purnalism department paper told to quit
pointing by %ming President S. I.
flayakawa.
may not be ttincli
Thotigli that
(council member. warn dirert funding,
might lie impoible). it is the spirit
i. important.
it w
At least ,1/111l group realize- the
issue at stake here is not 111,, SI’s
strike. but freedom of the press itself.
The t;ater. a strident supporter of
that strike. must not In- silenced simply

because anti -strike administrators are
irritated that the paper doesn’t agree
ith them.
’Hie fact that Pres. Ilayakana has
reealed the terms under which the
Cater might resume printing does not
soften tour repugnance at his repressive
act.
Ile has no right to make the terms.
In stating. "Congress shall make no
.
law .. . abridging the freedom of
the press. the I .S. Constitution guaranteed the protection of the media
from gmernmental control.
The press. to hint. any worth at all.
must exist as a watchdog on power
ing mouthpiece for it.
\1 4. are glad to see Student Council
is 4)11 our sitle.
K.J.

Solution Reached
An apparent compromise has been
reached by Student t:ouncil and the
thletie Itepartment concerning the
disposition 4)1 moneys made through
the tele% ism] SJS-Stanford football
game last year.
Since the N., member football game.
there ha- heen a great deal of cigar.
4.r, surrounding the allotment of the
s118.976. I profits v ia the telecast.
Student Council originally felt the profits should go into its general fund and
be administered to many areas of the
college including athletics.
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The ktliletic Department. whether
proleOng it tor not. would liked to
hint. administered the entire amount.
te possibility.
But with this only a re
it also agreed on a cotnprtotitise.
The money from the fototball game
(only recently became intertwined with
the fluothall deficit as a compromise
solution to both problems.
Football lost some S40.000 last year.
I ruler normal conditions Student
Council would lw forced to make up
this deficit.
The latest proptosal is an Athletic
1tIvisory Board. comprised of four students and four faculty members. which
would adv ise l’res. Clark on matters
related to the intercollegiate athletics
pro,’,run . //le matter of immediate concern is the football! money and the budget defieit.
Dr. Robert Rronzan. director of athletics. proposed that 60 per cent of the
TN money be given to the Athletic Department and that the budget deficit
would be arcounted for froni that portion of the profits. The remaining 40
per cent apparently will go into the
%till general fund.
This is both a wise and generous
compromise from Student Council and
the Ntliletic Department. The Athletic
Department is assuming responsibility,
as it should, for its budget deficit. Student Council is allowing the Department a goodly portion (of the TV profits. although still keeping nearly $50,
000 in the general fund to be used in
areas beneficial to the entire student
body.
The budget deficit could have caused
eontroversy. It could have resulted in
a freeze of the department’s budget
for next year. The new compromise
should result in less hardship for both
parties.

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters attecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Mary Marks, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 9:30 p.m. in the
Daily Office, JC208. Final decision on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space Ilne.

"Well, there goes the neighborhood ... !"

Guest Room
Bowling Alley Defended
In 1960 a conunittee was formed to study
the possibilities of building a Student
Union at San Jose State. The co ...... ittee
consisted of representative. from all sections of the college community. Dr. 1)wight
Bente], professor of journalism. was chairman of the einumittee. The membership
consisted of representatives from the student body, buildings and grounds. finance,
faculty and the administration. For three
years there were discussions being held
continuously concerning all aspects of the
Lnion. including the taking of several
polls to sample student opinion. The Student Body at large was kept advised of all
major decisions. The end product was to
be a Union that wony serve the widest
possible scope of interest on campus. The
intensive inquiry concluded in 1963 when
the feasibility of constructing a Student
Union was realized and the detailed planning began.
In 1963, by close to a two-thirds majority, the Student Body approved the
assessment of a mandatory College Union
Fee. ’Fite purpose of the fee was to 11(.11)
defray the cost of the building. The balance of the cost was funded by issuing
revenue bonds, which were bought by the
Department of Housing and Urban Development.
One of the main revenue producing
items to he included in the Union was
the bowling alley. The decision to include
a bowling alley was approved umanintously
by the College Union Board of Governors,
a joint Student-Faculty and Administration
Board. In 1966. a contract was negotiated
between the College Union anil the Brunswick Corporat
to supply the equiptnent
for the bowling alley. The signing of this
contract also N all approved unanimously
by the Board of Governor.. llovvever, because of the arbitrary action:. of seven Sill.
dent members of the College Union Board
(Nliner. Aikman. Rutz, French, Langan,
Murphy. and Lieurancel. the contract with
Brtinswick is in danger of being breached
and the loss of the bowling alley is
possible.
It seems that mice again we are being
victimized by a small. dissident element
which feels that contracts are made to he
broken and that the interest of the Student
Body is irrelevant. Although this attitude
is not new to this element, it is becoming
too costly for the Student Body to ignore
any longer. We can no longer afford the
luxury of catering to these self-centered
individuals who have constantly ignored
the wishes of the Student Body. We have
already lost a marching band.. the Honors
Convocation anti now a possible loss of
$20,000 damages to the Brunswick Corporation for breach of contract as well as
possible loss of the support from HUD
who. as has been ntentioned. purchased
the Revenue Bonds.
In order ill realize the idiocy exhibited
regarding the bowling alley we treed only
to look at the facts. First, there were two
polls taken io ascertain student attitudes
towiiril the bowling alley. Even though each
poll wa. biased to a different point of
viev., the iestilts wete "basically doe same.

The poll by Miss Russell. %dm fa% ors the
alley, and the poll by Miner, who opposes
the alley. both showed that over 60 per
cent of those polled would use the alley
at least once per semester. These polls, of
course. were invalid beeause they neglected
to inform the Student Body of the liabilities inherent in changing the plans for
a bowling alley at this late date.
This brings us to the second point. The
high cost alone would make any alteration
of the College Uni .... impractical at this
late (late. First, hy taking out the bowling
alley it would cost the students S20.000
to Brunswick, as has been mentioned. This
520,000 is not manna dropping from the
sky. It is our hard-earned money that we
paid into the Lnion program. Second, the
Union is approximately 67 per cent complete, and the bowling alley over 95 per
cent complete. According to Mr. Ton. the
Building Inspector, all that remain. is the
building of the lanes and installing of the
equipment hy the Brunswick Corporation.
It should be obvious to any reasonable
person that it would take huge s
of
money to change the alley into something
else. The exact cost ca
he determined
until a specific alternative is decided upon.
Then an architect will have to he hired
to give an estimate. Some aspects of any
change would include relocating conduits,
rewiring for a new lighting system, new
doors for additional emergency exits, a
new ventilation system, perhaps construction of new walls, and, of course, the floor
wottld have to be completely changed.
These are the minimum changes that
would be required to meet the require.
ments of the 13tiilding Code. Also, you
must figure the delay that would be
caused, higher material and labor cost, and
the possible loss of support from HUD.
who must approve all changes in the
building. Estimates of the cost of these
changes have ranged from $100,000 to
$250,000.
To seek out these itteln we spent over
four hours interviewing people who are
knowledgable in va
aspects of the
Union project. These people were Glen
Guttormsen, director of Business and Financial Affairs, 1.11r. Barrett, College Union
director, Mr. Tom. Project Building Inspector. and Dr. Robert Clark. president
of the College.
In conclusion, it should be perfeCtly
obvious to any reasonable Mall. woman or
child that this attempt ti) sabotage the
bowling alley by Dick Miner and his
friends not only would ignore the best interests of the Student Body. but would also
he a financial disaster of such magnitude
that the completion of the Union could
he in jeopardy.
All of these facts are available to the
members of the College 1 nion Board of
Governors. They each had a chance to
tour through ihe building and VieW the
situation themselves. The time to offer
alternatives was in the planning stages. not
when the building is almost complete. The
program must continue as planned.
ROBERT WILLICH
President SJS Young Reptititictuts

J EW ISH NOSE
He was so sensitive to insults about it
that he fought duel after duel four a
week over one three-month period.
A not over.bright viscount said to him:
"Sir, your nose is -tim-is-er-very big," and
then fell about laughing. Bergerac looked
at hint and asked: "Is that all?" and then
listed the more picturesque types of insult that the viscount could have lin.
provised.
Another noteworthy thing about noses is
from the French movie "Nous Deux" in
which a little boy asked an old ntan, "How
do people know Jews?" The ready-made
answer dropped out of the "ole" man’s
mouth: "by their noses." Yes. the Jewish
nose has also come into personality description.
What will you say if on a rainy day
while you are standing at a hus stop, someone taps you on the shoulder and says:
"Excuse me, but do you mind if I shelter
under your nose?"
Would you turn disdainfully away?
Would you knock the man down? Or
would you say: "Awfully sorry old chap,
but I’m afraid all places have been
booked?"
STRAWBERRY -COLORED
It has almost become customary for traditional long-nosed gentlemen to have always been quick on the draw with snappy
retorts.
One politician on an overseas tour was
once asked by a stranger how his nose
got to be so big. His reply was: "I’ve always kept it out of other people’s business
and given it a chance to grow."
The late financier J. Pierpoint Morgan,
who owned a large, strawherry-colored
nose when asked by a small boy to explain
why his nose was so enormous, said, "Because I’m always paying through it."
Perhaps the man who has made a better
living than anyone else out of a giant nose
IScl rzle) Durante. He once
J
told actress Tallulah Bankhead: "For
many years I’ve admired you from afar."
Said Bankhead: "With that nose.
darling, how else?"
A room in Durante’s Hollywood home
is said to have been jam-packed with
mothls of enormous noses. "Dey beatify
(ler room," says Durante with pride. "I
ant now perpetuated for (ler rest of my
life."
AQUILINE NOSE
Another well known nose is stuck in
the middle of Bob Hope’s face. He once
told a story jokingly about it: "The day
I was born." Hope said, "my mother took
her first look at my nose. ’Get the doctor
back.’ she cried. ’There has been a terrible
mistake. They’ve taken the baby and hft
the stork.’"
Having a big nose will surely teach you
to stomach sometimes such annoying
questions as, "Can you use it as an inkwell?" Or someone trying to be gentlemanly can say to you: "I see yott have a
nice roomy perehfor the birds."
Even it truculent friend could tease von:
"If I’d a nose like yours, I’d cut it off."
And one could pretentiously be curious:
"How vexing for you when it dips in your
cup."
Don’t worry if you are the one with the
conky big aquiline 1101.1% Neer think of
plastic surgery. You might sniff success
with it. ’Ube odds are 90 per cent for you.
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Thrust and Parry

attr

Voter Apathy; Monster Report; Bussing Dishes
of the right’s apathy and should be held solely
responsible.
My call is for a tremendous communications increase; 1,000 per cent would not be
too much. Sure the Spartan Daily has given
the best coverage it can on ASB happenings.
But how many people does this reach? Is the
Spartan Daily up on the behind-the-scene action where it seems the big three get everything accomplished? Sure Bill Langan has
had his meager little polls but what good are
they when they never reach an ample crosssection of the student body. I had to walk a
block off campus to the old Student Union
and then make the secretary run around trying to locate the latest ASB poll which she
knew nothing about. It would be well worth
while for that left foot to get in step and
communicate extensively with the right so
together they can move forward toward
progress.
Paul ThumpSon
A11860

EDITOR’S NOTE: Due to limited space on th
editoriI page we are printing Thrust and Parry
letters on this news page. These letters present
only the opinions of rho authors and do not
necessarily reflect policy of the Spartan Daily.

Meager Appearance
Good Grief, Charley Brown, who is the
apathetic one. Once again the SJS student
body has made its meager appearance at the
polls and once again ASB has lauded them for
their apathy. During every fall election campaign, screams for more ASB-student body
communication is heard by the candidates and
every spring any visible communication ha.s
still not taken place. The problem does not
lie with student body apathy but ASB aloftncss.
We elect officers and representatives to
represent us in student goverrunent because
we neither have the time nor the means to
carry on a truly democratic institution. But
then how do these officials and representatives go about their jobs? Well, the left foot
doesn’t know what the right is doing, nor does
he care., nor does he try to communicate but
just stumbles along oblivious to his surroundings, is any forward progress made? Hell no!
It is the left foot, i.e., ASB, that is the cause

Inconsiderate People
Editor:
It never fails to amaze me how inconsiderate
people can be to one another. I am referring
to the simple act of bussing your OWT1 dishes
in the cafeteria. Perhaps this seems like a very

small thing and not worthy of mention and
it would be if it weren’t so widespread.
Sure, it’s true that you don’t get an immediate reward from bussing your tray, just as
you don’t by saying "Thank you," but think
of what would happen if each one bussed his
own tray. When you sat down, you would not
be greeted by a pile of garbage. Sure you can
s:ty that a guy is paid to clean up your mess,
but is it right to have to pay a guy just becau.se you’re a slob? Also, it is impossible for
him to keep up with the mess.
Personally, I feel that the satisfaction I
receive from bussing my tray is ea.sily worth
the effort.
Think of how nice it would be if people
stopped being so small-time and made bussing
their trays the "in" thing to do.
Paul NIIrton
A845

Only ’Live’ Account
Editor:
(Re: Brackett & Severini column March 11,
and the anology to top-40 disc jockey monster
chasing in Mexico.) Depending on how you
view it, the eye witness accounts of the sperm
whale with a gland problem or mysterious sea
creature which did, indeed, wash ashore in
Taeolutla, Mexico, by tits(’ jockey Scott St.

’Racism Used To Divert’
"Racism is a tool to keep men
looking down on each other
while the capitalist system is
robbing their pockets," two
Black Panthers told 250 persons tit Tom Ilayden’s Experimental College 1ExC) class, "The
New Amer lean Revolution," Wed.
nesday night.
The Panthers want a Mandan
prarletariat dictatorship, according to Hayden’s speakers Emory
Douglas, Panther Minister of
Culture and Donald Cox, Panther
First Field Marshal.
"We’re going to wipe out the
5 per cent elite that controls
95 per cent of the people," Cox
said.
"It’s not ju.st a Black problem," Douglas said. "Anybody
that opens his mouth in any protest against the elites gets mace
in his face and an oak club down
his throat." warned Cox.
The Birsck Panthers are not

racists, according to Cox. "We
judge people by their actions.
Color is no criterion, because capitalism is everybody’s oppression."
"First we want guns, then
bread," Cox said, "’Any unarined man is a slave at any
moment,’ " he quoted Huey New.
ton. "We’re not afraid of gun.s.
When you intend to put something over on people, then you
need to abolish guns," Cox said.

Faculty Seminar To Show
Social Cruelty to Chicanos
"Religion: Its History and Cultural Effect," the second in a
series of six seminars on the
Mexican-American Community,
will be presented Tuesday, March
18 in LN201 from 3 to 5 p.m.
Dr. T. Conway Esselstyn,
chairman of the sociology-anthropology department, began
the series for faculty members
earlier’ in the semester "to
achieve greater awareness of
Mexican-American culture."
Gilbert Solano and Charles
Bustamente, director and assistant director of Operation SHARE

Prof Joins Study

CAlore
CO/WeS
come to

Carlyle
Jewelers
in Palo Alto

DT. Amnon Goldworth, associate professor of philosophy, has
been invited to become the first
American member of a team currently studying and compiling
the first complete collection of
the vvorks of English moral philosopher Jeremy Bentham.
He will join the Jeremy Bentham Committee of University
College, London.
The National Endowment for
the Humanities has awarded Dr.
Goldworth a $5,000 grant to a.ssist him in his work.

for their

ROOMMATES
NEEDED
Male &Female

1)iattiond ’Rings
BECAUSE:
They have shopped nd compared and nav found that
Car’yle’s prices ere never highit!. and in most instances ar
substantially lowr than prices
for th yam qualelsewhere
ify lIamonds.

"Castro’s Cuba and Mao TseTung’s China are what we want,"
Cox said. Mao Tse-Tung is quoted on the cover of the Panthers’
latest newspaper, "Without a
people’s army, the people have
nothing."
"If people don’t like it here
after the revolution, they can
leave. Only 300,000 people have
left Cuba so far, and there are
flights leaving every day," Cox
said.

Furnished Apts.
Carpets. Heated Pool
I tr..1 Baths, Parking Garage

$55.00/mo.
Across from Campus
315 E. San Fernando 297-0643

in the county crffice of education, will lead the seminars,
Solano and Bustamente said
they want to demonstrate consequences of "institutional prejudice" against the MexicanAmerican. They added, "We also
want to show how the Chicano
culture defends itself again.st the
cruelties of the dominant society."
Other scheduled seminar topics include "Education and Income," "The Culture and the
Life Style of the Community,"
"An Overview," and "The Mexican-American Student."

Prognosticators
Vie For Top Honors
In National Contest
Accurate weather predicting
is the bag of 13 SJS meteorology
students entered in a national
forecasting contest. The competition, which began last September, is spomored by Florida
State University.
Aiming for the trophy given
to first and second place schools,
SJS ranks second among 12
major colleges in the contest.
Points awarded are based on predicting maximum temperature
and rainfall for various cities in
the country.
Students entered are Gordon
Gerber, Travis Howland, Dennis
Perryman, Steve Gray, Richard
Douglass, Al Chen, Byron Marler, Art Rangno, Allan Forrest,
Gary Johanson, John McGinley,
George Kramer and Richard
Falk.

Grand Opening

FRIDAY NIGHT
marrh 1.1
Engagement

Rings

kV.

Free Spaghetti Feed
5 p.m. "til 9 p.m.

11111

Save 20% with ASB card

Cl tilde
JEWELIA

Fridav. March 14.
Banjo Band Nitisic 9 p.m. ’til 1 a.m.
lii.years-old and up are welcome
DIRECTIONS
I. Highway 17, to Santa Clara. Go 10 rniles
to Lark turnoff.
2.

Turn

and

535 Bryant Street
Downtown Palo Alto
Open Thurs
9
323-2834
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You’re

SCARLETT LA RUE’S

Perpet (it e 1?(Ici sits
tamer:
h.,
an here at San Jose State for four
semester, :loth und atter every election, constitutional revision, rti ANhatcAer. it is the
same story Editorials are , itten about student apathy. Perhaps you should question
yourself as to why apathetic studentt. For
my part I feel as a minority it is irrelevant
whether I vote or not. I do care about student
politics. and determining what type of "college
life" I will lead. howevea up te this time it
has been itnpossible to do so on this campus.
It has been very evident to the Chicano
that the majority of students on this campus
do not care about society’s problerru. If the
so-called "edocated Amarican" has net shown
sincere concern for social problems aa a whole,
it is not surprising that he deasn’t give a
damn about campus at. irs. r:p-c,illy since
the constitution is benela t.1 only
them.
For this reason I did not
sari will not
vote in any electicn Which
It( Itt on Uri..
campus unit) it voll
b.
,11 to n,.
.11
rt..
my "Raaa." In ether w,.
to help you perpetuate
that existS here at San .1 t Emily tionzalett
A1 -1-11i4

Harmer Bill Need Money?

Structures

SEERSUCKER

The
SACRANIENTO (AP)
Senate Finance Committee approved yesterday a bill requiring College or university students
to sign a "statement of understancling" of campus rules when
they apply for admission.
The measure is sponsored by
Sen. John L. Harmer (R-Glendale).
It would incorporate in the
application form for admission
a statement that the student understands enrollment "obligates
me to observe such rules of cunduct and behavior as have been
or may be established by the
administration of this campus
or the trustees of the California
State Colleges or the regents of
the University of California."
The statement further says
the student tmderstands he can
be suspended or expelled for
violating the rules.
A lJniversity of California
spokesman opposed the measure
but it won unanimous apprmal
on a voice vote.

Money, who needs it? Approximately 3,000 SJS students do,
according to an estimate of students receiving monies from the
Fniancial Aids office released by
James Scheel, FA adviser.
And one new way students can
obtain a needed loan is through
the federal government sponsored Guaranteed Student Loan
Program.
To qualify, a student need only
carry eight units and complete
the application at the Financial
Aids office, ADM234. "A student does not have to show fi-

Deadline Set
For Phelan
Writer Award

Manuscript deadline for Phelan
Literary Awards is April 9, according to Dr. Roland F. Lee,
Eriglish Department chairman.
Prizes fmm $10 to $100 will be
awarded authors of outstanding,
original unpublished works.
Applicants mu-st be registered
as regular graduate or undergraduate students (six and onehalf units or more) during the
spring semester.
The SJS Mountaineering Club
Contributions will be accepted
invites all interested persons to in 10 divisions including patternjoin the club Saturday when it ed verse (non-satirical), sonnet
visits the Henry Cowell lime, (non -satirical), free verse (nonquarry and barrel mill on Fall ’ satirical), satire (free or patCreek, Gary Blankenbiller, club terned prose or verse), short
president, said.
story (over 2,000 words), formal
The old quarry wa.s used to essay (expository or argumentaexcavate and process limestone fiver- familiar essay or reminiat the turn of the century, The scence, critical essay (literary
nearby mill was used to make criticism or reviewl and play
barrels used in shipping the lime(one to three acts).
stone.
Grand prize for the best single
The club will leave from Fifth manuscript is $100. Other awards
and San Salvador Sheets at 9 are $75 for first place in each
a.m. Further information is avail- category, $40 for second place,
able at 258-2807.
$25 fur third anti $10 for fourth.

Mountaineers
Hold Field Trip
At Cowen Quarry

nancial need," Scheel explained.
Students may borrow $1,500
to $7,500 a year, including loans
made for graduate school study.
Repayment begins after the student leaves school. This reimbursement period may extend
over a five to 10 year period,
with deferment while serving in
the military, Peace Corps, VIS
TA, or during periods of return
to full-time study.
The federal goverrunent pays
the student’s yearly 7 per cent
interest charge if his adjusted
family income totals less than
$15,000 combined. However, the
student must repay the interest
once he leaves school.
Since the program’s inception.
more than one billion dollars
have loaned out "to fill a serious gap ... (for students who)
need an insured loan to attend
school," said Dr. Preston Valien.
acting associate commissioner for
higher education.
At the same time, students
may acquire this loan through
cooperating commercial loan institutions, insurance companies
and pension funds. In addition,
many in the latter group nova
operate on an interstate basis,
thus meeting the eligibility requirements to make these federally insured loans to students.
More information is available
from Scheel in ADM234.

er*********Intintirkint******
THE UNION
;
SCHOOL DISTRICT
irin San Jose is seeking K-8:
teacher& An applicant’s day:
will be held on Saturday.*
*March 22, when interview-:
:ing will take place.
CONTACT THE COLLEGE!
PLACEMENT CENTER,
122 S. ’His ST. BY
’1(
MARCH 14 FOR AN
*
APPOINTMENT

CU Bowling Alley To Be Discussed
College Union Board of Governors (CUBG) will hold an open
meeting on Tuesday at 1:30 p.m.
in LN630 to discuss the pros
and cons of the proposed bowling
alley in the new College Union.
John Murphy, vice-chairman of
the board, urges all students in-

inummaimmummummimmaim
EUROPE
CHARTERS
rime Jet on Certified
arriers for students, faculty...2
employees and their
=
m mediate families
Round Trip
New York/London $189

terested in the issue to attend
and speak. However, anyone
wishing to speak either for or
against the bowling alley must
contact a member of the CUBG
in the College Union before
Tuesday so that a meeting agenda may be compiled.

SI UM\

Vaughn’s crisp dacronfi
and cotton seersucker
stripes in our soft constructed natural shoulder
model. Detailed with
patch and Hap lower pockets, lapped seams and
edges, and steep venter
back vent. Colors: blue or
pewter stripes on white
ground. Made to retail at
$45 50.
VAUGHN
DISCOUNT PRICE

$29"

DAL

>

1.1.11.TESI£11

BANS

CREDIT

CARDS

WELCOME

ON ALL HERO
.0. DISCOUNT
-100s(

Off"

AT SATHER GATE
UNiVERSITY Metes SHOPS
Est. 1917
WNW, OM wenn NAM
**A we ILONA= 8.0111 110.0.1MO OIXITLA.

Mon. thru Sat.
9:30-5:30
Thurs. nite ’til
9:00 P.M.

125 So. Fourth

T -C

SUNDAY, MARCH 16
9:15
Morning !srmaturr
"Known By Your Fru’is"
Evening Forum
6:45 p.m.
’The Dating 68,11"
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19Ih 12:30 p.m 7111 St.
PROJECT 7
"Solution: Spiritual Revolution

To Worship Is To Say Yes To Love
I

Wieve without reiervalion in the

poinhifily and

neetwary coniequencei
univerial love.

Round Trip
Oakland/London

$289 =

Round Trip
Oakland/
Amsterdam

$319
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NO MEMBERSHIP FEE 1
For nein-dale! end nisphrutiona
T-M TRAVEL
art N. First St.
Ph. 293.1031

SPORT COATS

New Student Loan

New Ruling

Lark

Bascom.

James. they were still the only live reports
available. anywhere. None of the far-reaching
news services thought enough of whatever-it rather, depicting it as a
was to follow-up .
sea monster, then killing the story without
a follow-up.
Whether you, as journalists, care for the
authenticity of reports from a Top-40 D.J. is
irrelevant. It was the only show in town when
it came to on -the-spot features. As for the
journalist’s over-reaction charge, Scott St.
James neither professes, nor cams, to be a
journalist; and to remind you that St. James
neither originated the story or concocted the
monster portion of it merely makes mention
of the obvious. The purveyors of the original
myth ("50,000 year old sea monster, enclosed
in Arctic ice . . . ") came directly from the
omniscient wires of United Press International,
and Associated Press. St. James was merely
the only rerson with enough interest actually
to want a first hand look . . . perhaps more
of a journalist’s reaction than expected. So
. . . what are you two guys doing hanging
around San Jose State? Grab a plane, accompanied by pilot, interpreter and marine biologist and head for Tacolutla, Mexico. Kibitzing
is cheap.
Jim Braden
B2214T

de Chardin

Worship This Sunday

Chapel of Reconciliation

300 S. Tenth St.

9:30 a.m. United Campus Ministry ’1:00 Lutheran 6:00 p.m. Episcopal

Friday, March 19, 1969
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All vampire activity on the
SJS campus has been tempiriirily
suspended hy the combined tort es
of the AFROTC and Angel
Flight, the wornen’s auxiliary.
An Air Force spokesman explained that the surTension was
necessitated by the upcoming
AFROTC-Angel Flight blood
drive March 19 and 20.
Blood drive chairman Dennis
Drury not r d that the A FROTC
,
and Anizel F1

1

with the Red C’ross, is shooting
for an all time high of 600 pints.
For the first time students under 21 but over 18 may give
blood without parental consent,
according to Drury.
Trophies will be awarded to
the living centers, sororities, fraternities and honorary societies,
who supply the mrist blood.
Scene for the drive is the
Catholic Women’s Center at
’in I S,in Fcill,nrEy

Dr. Wesley Goddard, chairman
of the foreign language department at SJS, was recently named
Resident Director of International Ptograms at the University of
Florence in Italy. The appointment is for the 1969-70 school
year.
During the 1964-65 academic
year Dr. Goddard was the Resident Director of the International
Programs at the University of
Aix-Marseilles in France.

cparta
chtatainment jitetex

Dr. Grxidard received his B.A.
degree from Swarthmore College,
his M.A. from the University of
California at Berkeley and in
1950 he earned his Ph.D. at the
University of Paris.

MaNII

Villa:- do you think of
wl.er rr. -ene says
Creamery
Howard’s (7:
pizza, pancakes,
Steaks, hclm E,
hot dogs
YOU SHOULD.

filataOrt
UNIQUE CONCEPTS IN CLOTHING

BELL BOTTOMS
& Other
Unique Fashions

i 1011 arli.ti

RE AMERtY
5.AO. ’

By SYLVIA FRAIRE
Campus 1.1te Writer
StVell
in the morning and
children begin to arrive, a father
in bu.siness suit bringing two
little boys, a student father on
a bike with a toddler seated behind him and many harried mothers herding lively chikiren.
Students, nurses, office workers,cannery veorkers -- they all
utilize the California Children’s
Centers, vehere they receive child
care for as little as two cents
an hour, including a hot lunch.
The families are eligible because they are on low incomes,
have only one parent in the
home, or are classified as "exempt" groups, which include students and professionaLs such as
teachers or nurses.
’rhe program, authorized by
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It’s a Three Meal -A-Day
Place
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GOLF COURSE
221 SOUTH KING ROAD
259-3335
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GREEN FEE:

3 Academy Award Nominations
:

as a
college critic
sees

film festival organized under the auspices of
the Tennessee Arts Commission. A strangely
heterogeneous audiencehigh school and
college kids, housewives, businessmen, secretaries, academic types, and a smattering
of beards and love beadshad endured two
exhausting days of seminars, panel discussions and screenings by the time FACES
was to be shown.
FACESand I say this calmly as canis a
beautiful film. It is a unique film. I have
never responded, I have never seen an audience respond as we did that night. The faces
that we saw were our own.
The film is the acting, and the players in
FACES, all of themJohn Marley, Gena
Rowlands, Lynn Carlin, Seymour Cassel, and
the otherssimply gave, were allowed to
give, the performance of their lives.,,
Marshall L. Fallwell Jr.
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY HUSTLER

Presents Nen. Entrees
Scotsran’s Breakfast
Irishman’s Breakfast

55c

2 eggs - 2 sausage links - toast

a
3

STEAK & EGGS
Steak - 2 eggs - hash browns -

toast

Scot’s Portion
Prim

A x04-11,1-KINSSRE; PROCALTON
47/17301,4 531:1"N FOAM PANAVLSION COLOR BY CIUJX.£
********************** ********** *********** *****

11,m.
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rib-eya $1.45

ANGELO’S ToEj, ,E
free bowl of chili with your steak

ANGELO’S
pleasant "un-cafeteria-likeu atmosphere

ToEuAs
K
E
ANGELO’S
72 e. santa clara

free parking at 38 so. 3rd

Performing original blues,
folk. jazz, and rock.
SUNDAY,
MARCH 16

69c

Oysters. Scallops
SERVED ALL DAY
6 A.M. to Close

KART\JA

$2.25

poet, guitarist

All of our regular fish items
Fish N.
99c

BaciN

ne, york steak

DENNIS ORWIG

99c

(INIEDV

WHA*t.

ANGELO’S

leaturing

2 hamburgers - French Fries
Coke or Coffee

P.M.

STEAK
HOUSE

THE RED RAM BRATSTUBE

PLUS

T4-1*MAGAJS

THE BEAUTIFUL BLACK MUSICAL
Starring BIG BLACK 8,3C P.M.

99c
SPECIAL

"New" Policy . .
Avant -Gard* Films

tht Magus
Praia.
is notagame
but lify,itself...
Op is it death?

43

49c

2 eggs - 2 strips bacon - toast

rig Aci9is,..

fir

BIGO
TIME
BUCIK
WHITE

professional guickmce of understanding adults.
The children come first in
the centers, and the teachers
work for the home-like atmosphere in which children are
comfortable,
Programs for pre-kindergarten children, age two-five. are
designed to meet their developmental and educational needs. Activities and toys stfmulate intellectual curiosity and creativity.
Since almost all centers are
located in or near the public
schools, the school -age child is
prmided continuous supervision
before and after school, as well
as all day during school holidays and summer vacations.
The children are guided by
a professionally trained staff,
who are chosen for their ability

ANGELO’S sigu.s.E

8th & Santa Clara

lusnale 542 5 145E01 795 ’13

CAM

S F Examiner

Performances 6 Pews, Sundays at 4 00 IV
7.30 PM ’Wad Thur. ergs. al 8.30. Seats.
32.75. 33.75. 34.75 Fliday eves at 8 30.
Set.ings..1130.10:30.Seats. S3 50.14 50.
15.50.51u0.01$011,118 Group Rates.
Reeentseene Office Information
4214467

Lancashire Lad
Fish N’ Chips

The Walter Retie Cvesnitiben presents
CASSAVMVIANIF strung tan, Marley Gees Rowlands Line Urea
/red Draper Val Aver, Produced by larno,ct MrEndree Assoc.% Prodbrm, al Beim
%Viten and deeded by ben Cassaretes Released by CONTINENTAL Eir

to:

"SPLENDIDLY FUNNY, FRESH AND VITAL"

n FO.K

PRE-KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN at Lowell Children’s Center,
Seventh and Reed Streets, benefit from programs designed to
meet their developmental and educational needs. Balance and
regularity in eating, resting and playing provide the reassurance
and sense of well-being they need. The Centers are authorized
by the State Legislature and administered by the local school
districts. Fees are fixed according to income.

serving san jose state for 17 years

4,.’ The film was included on thc program of a

Sneak I PreN
ie14- 9
MO

"GO SEE BIG TIME BUCK WHEW
-John Winsome, San Francisco Chronicle

IMINRINUINININTEATIR

-.cep

FACES

Nillidtml9

SPECIAL!
FACULTY RATES

Weekdays $1.25
Sat., Sun., Hol.
After 12 Noon $1.50
DRIVING RANGE
$ I .00 Bucket for SO0

JOHN CASSAVETES’

The
New

AND

HUMAN BENEFITS
The overall attitude of the
schools is well -put in a pamphlet
prepared by the Centers. The
monetary’ benefits t,o the State
realized by such a child-care
program are noted, but the human benefits which cannot be
evaluated on a monetary basis
are emphasized. The Children’s
Centers provide:
1The opportunity for families to be self-supporting without the stigma of being considered "needy" because the
mother’s must work.
2- The removal of families
from public assistance roles to
become gainfully independent
units of society.
3The strengthening (keeping together) of families through
the provision of child care.
4The benefits to children
whose needs for nurture and education are met in a safe and
happy environment, under the

Tilt & Santa Clara

Shaw International Theatres

the State Legislature and administered by the local school
districts, is set up primarily to
aid low-income families.
Fees may vary from two cents
to 56c per hour and are fixed
on a sliding scale according to:
1) amount of income, 2) number of persons in the tinnily, and
3) number of hours’ care needed.
With a minimum amount of
red tape, the basic approach of
the schools to child care is one
of warmth and concern for the
needs of the children and their
parents.

BENEFITS MET

5% Discount Wit Student Body Card
1742 El Camino Real af El Monte Mt. View
Open ’til 9 Mon -Fri., Sat. 104
Phon 967 3037

iicsilits Hutt Sunday

1

State Subsidized Program
Offers Low Cost Child Care

Dr. Goddard
Receives
Appointment

AFROTC, Angel Flight
Sponsor Blood Drive

7 pm - 10 pm
iso

)rer

titir order ready to go ...

CALL AHEAD ... 293-9951
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and enjoyment of working with
children.
The centers have been supervised by the Department of Education since 1943, in conjunction with the local school districts.
LANHAM ACT
Originally the centers were
established under the Lanham
Act Child Care Centers Program
during World War II.
At that time they were set
up to aid working wives of servicemen and wamen working in
industries. In 1946 the California
Legislature voted to retain and
support the program, and subsequent legislation during the
past 25 years has authorized
more centers and increased funds
for operation.
According to State Depariment
of FAIN-NTT
firaires, more than
600.000 children have benefitted
from the program since 1946.
At present there are about 240
Children’s Centers in California,
including 13 in Santa Clara
Cottnty.
Those in the San Jose area
are Lowell, at Reed and Seventh
Streets; College Park, Coleman
at Modeling Street; Luther Burbank, 1835 W. San Carlos St.:
and Mount Pleasant, 1650 S.
Whit, ltd.

Saturday Co-Rec
Faciliiies Open
To SJS Families
Co-Rec even has activities for
small children on Saturday afternoons. according to James F.
Murphy, Co-llec adviser.
They can swim or play table
tennis in the Men’s Gym from
1-4 p.m. every Saturday for free.
Student body card holders are
entitled to use the pool facilities.
Stnaller children should be accompanied in I he pool by an
adult, Murphy said.

UFO Survey
In a SJS survey in April 1950
it was reported that of 110 persons questioned, 73 believed that
flying saucers were not a myth
but a fact, Three stated that
they had seen saucers.
At the time the survey WIFE’
FACT), a professor and students
both rep irted unrelated instances
t’
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Spring Brings Out the Sport in Spartans

Photos by Don Wilton

PHEFFFT .
. PFIFFFFT .
zonk! Another bullseye! Deadly aim of
would-be archers is perfected in PE 27A, Beginning Archery classes.
Lynne Ponzir,i, freshman history major, top left, draws her bow hoping
her arrow wiil lanrl in the go!d and increase her score nine points.
Lawrence Dangott, sophomore biological sciences major, iop middle,
leads the firing line in morning target practice. A target’s-eye view
of the archc:r line, bottom middle, shows they’re determined to hit
the target’s face thi:. time. Christine Gilbert, above, sophomore art
maior, practices gcod form and correct stance, a necessary element
for good archery.
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Diamond Arrtion
Photos by Bill Verie

All in a day’s work for SJS
second baseman Don Kinzel
(left) and first sacker Tom McLachlan (right). Kinzel nabbed
a Cal State Pioneer trying to
steal a base in the Spartans’
4-3 win over Cal State Saturday while McLachlan goes
high in the air to save a bad
throw to first.

Daring Young Men
Photo by Terry Wilson

Pole vaulters Chris Papanicolaou (left) and Sam Caruthers clear the bar at 16-6 with
ease during last Saturday’s
quadrangular track meet victory over Athens, Sacramento State, and Cal State Hayward. Papanicolaou has set a
personal goal of 18-0 for the
season whle Caruthers is expected to rna’:e az iealt
Caruthers will be going for a
victory today and tomorrow
in the NCAA Championships
in Detroit.
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Track Stars
Eye Records
Its

SAN JOSE: ’1-ATE’S cheerleaders for the spring
semester ere, left to right; Chuck Zuercher,
Connie Christ:ansen, head cheerleader Warren
Eenjom:n, Geo,e,e Henderson, Mike Gazin, and

D:no Certa. The cheerleaders took over for the
spring semester and will continue through next
January.

the team,
the new
The six additions
cheerleadets fur the spring senever appeared in a
mester
box soorr, but were an invaluable asset in the team.
The cheerleaders, led by Warren Biniamin, have shown ;in
aledity to exeite the crowd. Anil
in (11111, illt. CrOWLI excitis the
players
Guard Steve McKean, sato has
nistievil the excitement since the
(slice-He:liters took over, says
"Wc’ve prived better ball since
w.
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lift when we can hear them,"
said center Darnell Hillman.
McKean rutted the excitement
generated at toad games when a
limited number of SJS fans were

in attendance.
Benjamin emphasizes the teamwork of his crew, with an effort
to generate spirit to the crowd.
With the help of Don Bogdan.
tile cheerleaders have painted
signs which hay( been posted in
the gym for each game.
The appeal of the cheerleaders
has been "The.nced ny the antics
of George Hendev-on, a 24-yearold senior from Santa Cruz.
The once blond -haired Henderson, who shaved his head prior
to last Thursday’s game, made
himself well known at Spartan
games before Igcoming cheerleader.
The loud -voiced Henderson was

Char’Ler Flights
.,. .e.

,

11,5und Tin

Pp4on

1JUNE 6 SEPT. 14
JUNE 18 SPT. 9
JUNE 25 SEPT. 14

$295.00
$29S.00

5295.00

After Gazin tines
series of hand -springs, Geor.,
- after which he
does one flip
lands flat on his back.
Benjamin hopes to promote enthusiasm for spring snorts. especially track meets. The cheerleaders will attend track meets,
as well sts other spring sports.
The cheerleaders plan card
stunts and floats for Spartan
football games this fall. They will
also attend all but one road football game.

Intramurals

707 Toile-P..12r Jo
ev.2,er

often heard leading such cheers
as "We got the rope, we got the
tree, all we need is a refetee."
and "That’s all light, that’s OK,
he won’t make it anyway."
Henderson, a member of Ili.
SJS judo team, has provided
cores to the acrobatics and handsprings performed by Nlilse Gayin
during half-times.

With champions of seven intramural basketball leagues having
laxin decided. the tiprwr division
playoffs will begin NIonday.
Teams that h it v
clinched
championships are: A league
Basketball. Inc.; 13
Lutwientors: C
Eighth St. Athletic
Club; D
Proud Btiavn; E Blue Horde; F
Oriocci; G
Unchains.
The quarterfinals of the table
teonis tournament will begin
NIC:11(kaY at 4:30 p.m. in PF:R279.
Results of Wednesday’s basketball: A league
Buffaloes 62.
Princes Preachers 55; Basketball

Inc. 47, 676 Club 36; ’Me and
’clam 64. Drutiblers 45; 13 league
lodsriedors 59, Woitpack 47:
Sunshine Boys No. t 72 ; / Fuzz
115; C
62,
’rowers 41: Nunmber
,c1; St.
United Anarchists 52;
oi
76. ROTC Cs: E
3 15, Y,
APhi0 37, 13SP
Ep 3S; Diu.
Republie:,h4
3 34. Mike
Horde 37.
Duggan scered 32 points for the
Lubricators.
In close games Tuesday, Sig Fp
beat ATO No. 2. :31-30, and SX
won its first game, 38.36, beatinc LCA.

LOOK AT ALL
THOSE PAPERBACKS
A I 4ILABLE NOW
Tolk:en
A look

Lin Carter

b-..h.rd the

JRR Tolkien

Kilt:

950

95$

Nianagement and Machiavelli

Antony Jay

1.25

The Temper of Our Time

Eric Hoffer

75$

1
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:Ir. weekcould come as.
end in Detroit at the NC’AA Indoor l’rack and Field Championships.
Clayton, who owns the national
coll:ejat? freshman 10’3-yard dash
reconl of 9.3 yvhich he set in
1967 while attending Grambling
College in Louisiana, will he running in the 60-yard dash in a
field which will include teammates John Carlos ancl Ronnie
.:. Smith and Lennox Miller of
Vl I

Clayton, who set the prep record of 9.4 in the 100 while a student at Seotiandville IIigh in
Polon Riiitge, Louisiana, has a
bist ot 6.1 in the 6() this season
which he tinned in at the U.S.
Track Federation Meet in Los
Angeles. He also holds the world
best of 5.1 in the 50-yard indoor
dash.
Clayton. who transferrod to San
.1/ed, City l’ollege from Grambling
-aid ran for the Santa Clara
roth Village last year, finished
brili in the Olympic Trials
I ike Tahoe. just missing the cut
fin. the Alexis. City Games.
"I feel l’in beginning to come
around and the pressure of the
Olympics is finally wearing off,"
Clayton says. "I have run well
entdoors so far this season and
! tltink by going back indoors this
.
help me do well this week, iil."
Clayton. who has already run
9.4 this season. is foeusing on the
r.orid mark of 9.1 in the 100,
I, ib; he can tie this

1
.

Lord of Rings

Small of Wootton Major and
Farmcr Giles Of Harn

* * *
World Marks
Lure Clayton
:"";

vely

may
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greatest sprinter

Ten me:nners of tne SJS track
team move indoors today and
tomortow for the NCAA Indoor
Track and Field Championships
Detroit while the temainder
ow squad will compete in she
.v II -Comers meet tomorrow
os
a.m. on the tartan track.
Olympic Gold Medalist i.(4.
Evans hearls the fine list of S.IS
performers who will strive for
v. olio records its they face the
track and field talent
III
III:. country.
Evans will anchor the mile
relay team of Larry Walls, Neville Mytion, and John Carlir;
which ran a fast time of :3:14.6
in the outdoor meet with Athens
last Saturday. Evztns will also
compete in the 440 and 600.
Carlos, who made an impressive debut for the SJS track
team last Saturday, set the indeor world mark of 5.9 in the
60 at the CYO Indoor Meet in
Washington 13.(’. this season and
holds the, world record in the
200 meters at 19.7.

Caerieaders Boost SJS
it.% 1.1.N r. % ALIA( 1-;
Dail.% swift. ’’riter
l)tirine the seeond half of the
West Coast Athletic League season. the Spartan basketball team
had six welcome "additions" to

"Ile

DON HANsEN
Spurt,. Writer

says coach Bud Winter.
Last weekend in a quadrangular victory over the Athen..;
Athletic Club, Sacramento State
and Cal State Hayward, Carlos
tied a Spartan track record
the in with a time of 9.4 and
(-locked a wind-aided 20.3 in the
220 and then topped off his performances by breezing through
a 47.9 leg on the SJS mile relay team.
menthes.
Ronnie Ray Sinith,
of last year’s Olympic 4;:(1 inetfir
relay team whieh set ,1 wdrld
record of 38.2. will also compete in the 60 for SJS along
with Carlos. He is also co-holder
rhe
of the world record of 9.9

i
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SIS’s hest performance
Issuer cause tin:: season
innings,

in an exhibition
baseball ,,,,one Saturday at 1 p.m.
The Spertans have %A On only
one gar.-oi snot including Thursday’s game at Hayward this season and have suffered five losses
on the road.
California defeated the Spartans 7-6 Tussday at Bra keley in

Constitictsirt

Golfers Exi-end
Perfect Record

1

Spartan golfers Steve Mnunt.
par 71’.
Iin shot
and ...’sii
Til
iiir medalist lion vein over
of San Fiat-tele., o
Univel
Fairfa
win upped the Si , boss’
rhe
tO
dual match
.1 PrOltrl
golfers NA III Ila
from rnatelt play lair,
t;,..
Washington, 111areh :22
maden course.
On Nionfl:iy. the
will play W

Twelve years ago, Sea -Land developed a new and different concept in the door-to-door pickup and delivery of
freight. Today, Sea -Land operates the world’s largest
trailership fleet, supported a highway container fleet of
more than 27,000 computer controlled trailers servicing
30 ports in the United States, Caribbean Islands, Europe,
Okinawa, Philippines and Japan.

in a
in 1::

Pitchers Bill Bourgaize, Jay
Eike, Barry Carlson and Terry
Hughes wial«al the 12 flames.
with an unix.rned run in the bottom of ’that inning handini,
Hughes the loss.
San lied i.howert its first re,
i
sign iif coming. from behind
talliNi four runs in the sevent
inning to tie the contest at 6and force it into extra innings.
Tom Corder and Mike Hazelpair of hits each
hofer co’lecled
in lhe Spartans’ 10-hit attack.

190 Europe CHARTERS
California-London RT
Summer departures
Saturn rouglas LIC8 Jets

$294
Cal St6te students, faculty,
staff, and family ONLY.
Early Reszrvations Necessary
CONTACT:
Jerry Ro..e Charter Dept.
2123 Add; on St. Berkeley
(415) 848-8597

Ilitnouttchig
-

The future offers boundless challenging opportunities to
those who select transportation as a career.

For Careers With The Federal GovernmentThe Federal Service Entrance Examination

To keep pace with our rapid expansion, we are seeking
dynamic college graduates with majors in liberal arts or
business to join our Management Training Program. Opportunities exist to join us in sales, truck or marine operations
and administration v:ith selected individuals also going into
the areas of accounting, rnaintenance, traffic (pricing), and
electronic data processing.
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Tuesday, Ma-e-ch 18

JC
Roam
3:30
Open to fi!! Eeniors and Grad Students
Lat.t Or -Campus Test this Seme5fer

SERVICE, INC.
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SMOOTH EXCHANGE of the baton will be important to Lee
Evans (awaiting pass from maie John Carlos) in the mile relay
which will be run ot the NCAA Indoor meet in Detroit. The mile
team is shooting for a record.
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100 meters.
Smith won the 60 in the Federation Indo d. ’Meet at Los Angeles in February, defeating (7arlos and Lennox Miller of USC
at 6 flat.
Kiik Clayton, another sprinting sensation in his first tiellS011
at SJS, will be out to capture
s
a victory in the 60 against
teammates Carlos and Stint
as well as Miller of USC.
George Carty, a SP:Ill:ling
addition to the Spartan team this
season, is expected to make a
strong; bid for a win in the 60
yard high hurdles against Olympian Erv Hall.
Carty set a national junior
college record of 13.6 in the 120
highs during the Olympic trials
and has run 7.1 twice indoors
at the Oregon Invitational and
the Federation meet.
Another newcomer to the
Spartan track season by way
of San Jose City College is Sam
Caruthers who figures to be the
next 17-foot pole vaulter for
SJS.
Caruthers has cleared the 16-6
mark the past two weekend.s during outdoor meets and placed
second in the Federation Meet.
Bob Slover, vv,ho has a best.
vault of 16-8, was scheduled to
compete for SJS but suffered a
severely sprained ankle in last
week’s meet. when he bounced
off the foam pit and his f3ot
slipped into the vaulting trough.
He may be etst of action for a
couple of vceeks.
Don Lindsey will compete 1.1
the high jump for SJS and i- ,
peeled to be one of the rest
seven-foot high jumpers at SJS
along, with Darnell Hillman who
jttst finished an outstanding season with thr Spartan basketball
team while being named to the
WCAC first team.
Lindsey cleared 6-10’2 in the
Federation Meet and went 6912 in his first outdoor meet
this year.
Spartan triple jumper Adrian
Porter will be up against some
tough competition in his event.
Ile hopped, skipped, and jumped
50-11 last season as a freshman
and has a best mark of 49-P-i
this year.
"Our guys will he shooting for
some, world records in this meet."
Coach Bud Winter determinedly

Sea -Land is a growing company, and we
ented young men to grow with us.

I

be the
time.’

CAREERS apHALLENGE
SEA-LAND SERVICE
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Our recruiter will be on campus

california book co.

VII
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O. Box 1050, Elizabeth, N. J. 07207

tk,k, Previoos Ipplication Necc.ssary

An equal opportunity employer
I
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"So, now the ground’s broke, You may discover what a wealthy
mine make you of." Thus the namesake of "Duchess of MaHi"
invites her betrothed Anthony. The production plays tonight, and
last time tomorrow.

’U.S.A.’ Revue
Combines Arts
Into One Show
By DALT YOST
Fine Arin Writer
It may be unlike anything
you’e seen before. Frantic congo
drummers, cavorting burlesque
queens, singers. actors, sedate
readers, and living portraits of
famous Americans, will all somehow be correlated into thia SJS
Drama production of "U.S.A." by
John Dos Passos,
Certainly this production,
scheduled for March 21 and 22
in Studio Theater, will crestroy
some misconceptions that Reader’s Theatre style is staid and
unlively.
Mrs. Noreen LaBarge Mitchell,
the director of "U.S.A.", described it as "very lively, satrical,
and even a little risque."
"U.S.A.", is a Dramatic Revue
based upon a trilogy of three Dos
Passos’ novels, "The 42nd Parallel," "1919," and "Big Money."
Dos Passes and Paul Shyre incorporated the works into a revue of the first quarter of 19th
centtuy America.
A 10 person cast will portray
a multitude of characters, some
fictional and some not. Much, of
course, will be done in the oral
interpretation style. Presented in
a newsreel fashion, such historical figures as Eugene Del.’s, Rudolph Valentino, and Henry Ford,
will be portrayed on the. stage.

Conventionally Reader’s Theatre product ions employ little costuming, singing, or. dancing.
"U.S.A.", however. will have musical accompaniment in the form
of a harmonica, bimgo drums.
and of course that basic instrument, the musical saw. Pamela
Simmons will coordinate. the music while Dennis Johnson will be
in charge of the choreography.
Costumes, to acid to the complexity of the situation, are needcf6 for two contrasting periods of
time, the early 1900’s and the
Roaring Twenties. Bernice Prisk,
of the Drama staff, will handle
the costuming.
Mrs. Mitchell calls the presentation "an accurate picture of the
age; Dos Passos tried to capture
the spirit of America."
"U.S.A.", is not just a review
of American history, but relates
the story of a striving Horatio
Alger character called Ward
Morehouse. played by Dan Balestrero. His struggle to become a
millionaire is the plot of "U.S.A."
The pro.lireiion is being done
for the benefit of the Dr. Dorothy Kaucher Scholarship for Oral
Interpretation. Two $50 awards
are given annually to SJS students. Dr. Kaucher is a former
instructor zit SJS, and is a national figure in oral interpretation.

Fresno State Ensemble Vincent Price Talk
To Perform Sunday Collector To Speak
On Art Enjoyment

The Faculty Chamber Music
Ensemble of Fresno State College will perform Sunday at 3
p.m. as part of San Jose City
College’s Cultural Series Program. The public is invited, admission free.
The chamber music cancert. at

AUTO
INSURANCE
Ages 17-25
Single or Married
New low rates for young drivers.
Preferred or hard to place risks

in
n

accepted.

Jay
rerry

botndin
rea
as i
vent
6-

DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose
243.5027
Suite 205

0-1=R-

Oak Grove High School Theater,
285 Blossom Hill Road. will feature Arnold Shoenberg’s "Pierrot Lunaire, Op. 21."
"Pierrot Lunaire" sets poetry
to music. It has divided 21 short
poems into three parts, for
speaking voice and instruments.
The poetry is selected Prom a
work of Albert Giruad published
in 1884.
Thomas Griswold will corxiuct
the program and Dorothy Renzi
sings the vocal role called a
"sprechtstimme."
Vocalist Renzi’s style is neither
song or speech in reciting the
poems written in the form of the
Reach rondeau.
Seats can be reserved by obtaining tickets at the music department or the finance office
of City College, 2100 Moorpark
. entre, San Jose.
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County Museum, patron of several contemporary American artists, and buyer for Sears and
Roebuck Co.
Two preferred items in Price’s
collection are a Modigliani and a
tiny Goya. 111s collection has been
loaned to various art museums.

College Age Parts
In Menlo Players’
Tryout Monday
Three college-age parts are
open for the Menlo Players
Guild production of "Summertree."
Auditions will be held Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday,
March 17, 18, and 19 at 8 p.m.
at the Burgess Theatre, Laurel
and Mielke Dr., in Menlo Park.
The play will run for three
weekends, on Friday and Saturday nights, beginning Friday
May 2. Rehearsals will begin the
last week of March and will
be held on weeknights starting
at 7:30 p.m.

Bell System
interviewing
on Campus
March
24, 25, 26

hy,
sty
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Cricketeer’s blazer suit
Take your favorite blazer...add matching pants and
come up with a winner that can be worn as a suit. For
the traditional blazer look. add your favorite solid or
fancy slacks. Dacron"/wool hopsack in navy 89.50

11111111’;

Vincent Price, screen and stage
star, art collector and critic, will
present a free lecture, "The Enjoyment of Great Art," Tuesday,
March 18, at 8:15 p.m. in MOrriS
Dailey.
Price has lectured throughout
America and recently compiled a
book on art titled I Like What
I Know.
The St. Louis-born Price majored in art at Yale University,
and went to London University
in 1933 for further study.
While working for a Master’s
degree, he auditioned for a role
in the play "Chicago," which
sparked his interest in acting.
Price studied dramatics and began his stage career as Prince
Consort Albert in the London
production of "Victoria Ftegina."
He made his Broadway debut in
December, 1935, in the same play,
which starred Helen Hayes, and
appeared in many motion pictures.
Price was granted an honorary
Doctor’s degree by California
College of Arts and Crafts in
1956. He is a member of the art
council of UCLA, art juror and
board member of Los Angeles

ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA at Blossom 1:,11 Road and
Almaden Expressway. VALLEY FAIR CENTER at Stevens
Creek Boulevard and Freeway 17. SAN ANTONIO CENTER at El Camino Real and San Antono Road. Shop
Monday through Friday nights.

REPRESENTING:
PACIFIC TELEPHONE
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
SANDIA CORPORATION
BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
A. T. &T. LONG LINES AND
OPERATING COMPANIES THROUGHOUT
THE UNITED STATES
Equal Opportunity Employers

Sign up

in the

Placement Office

kr: . .1,
and 22, under the direction oi
associate professor of drama. The re.:e.F+s
go to the Kaucher Oral Interpretat:on Scholarship Fund.

"U.S.A.- dance rehearsals are seen in the picture above. The reclining tirpsichorean is Lisa
Marie Paulson. The play -U.S.A." will be performed by SJS’s Reader’s Theater March 21

Black Arts Program To Begin
With Musical Play ’Buck White’
IS %RD
Bs ,11 DI
nails Staff %triter
Conga drummer Big Black, of
recording and night club circuit
fame, will bring his talents to
the starring role in Oscar Brown
Jr.’s musical version of Joseph
Dolan Tuotti’s play "Big Time
Buck White," Monday, March
17, at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey,
as part of "Black Arts Today."
Produced, directed and choreographed by Oscar Brown Jr. and
Jean Pace. "Big Time Buck
White" has earned rave reviews
since its February 11 San Francisco opening.
Brown added music arid lyrics
to the play, which evolved from
Budd Schulberg’s Writers Workshop in Watts.
"Big Time Buck White" played
in Watts. and LCS Angeles before
its New York off-Broadway run.
Big Black, whose name "simply means all that is big and all
that is black," plays conga drums
and sings irt his role as Buck
White. He "thinks of acting as
music."
Brown’s songs include "B.A.D.,"
"Mighty Whitey," "Bettah Far,"
"We Came in Chain.s," and
"Black Balloons."
These and the eight other
acmgs are so well-incorporated
into the original play that they
take the place of dialogue and
soliloquies of the currently-successful Tuotti Broadway version.

1

BLACK EXI’ERIENCE
Music has been called the most
eloquent expression of the Black
experience in America. Brown’s
lyrics and music bring added
depth and feeling to Tuotti’s
script of ghetto life. They are
emotional dynamite.
Jean Pace designed the costumes for the show, which flash-

ily contrast with the stark ghetto setting of the production.
Brown seeks a Black cultural
revolution to cure the sickness
and neglect of predominantlyWhite American culture and tradition.
The humor and music of "Big
Time Buck White" can heat
break down barriers thrown up
around people of dissimilar backgrounds, he believes.
CHETTO DESI’AIR
Nun -ghetto dwellers can recognize the humanness of those
trapped in the futility and despair of ghetto life in the musical’s presentation of BAD tileautiful Allelujah Days t mem-bens..
The other cast members. as
ghetto stereotypes, comicall
flaunt being "niggers."
Herschel’ Burton as Hunter
hits a burlesque number, "Nobody Does My Thing," early in
the show. James Earl Garrison
plays HGney Man.
Conman Weasel is portrayeti
by Ted Lange. Rubber Band
Anthony Williams. Bill Parish, ;Is
Jive, demands respect due the
"head nigger in charge." White

actor Stephen Zendt completes
the cast.
Students should go to Morris
Dailey early to secure a seat fur
produet:on.
111,- 1,1,,
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81.00
SI.50
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First tummy:el
Luitteran
Sfv,der Center
Lutheran Clitir6
Missouri Synod
374 South 3rd Street

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 B/ocks From Campus

’Edible Fashion’
In 1941 SJS students combined
food and fashion’ and created
the "nibbling necklace." Made
from spaghetti and macaroni.
the necklace not only boosted
local grocers’ sales but provided ,
a class snack.

Coilege Discussion C rot_ Every Wednesday Nicht at 7 p.m.
A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292 5404
N. A. Firnhaber, Vic )r 224 ’033

Via
Polar Flight
Jet Charter

THIS
SUMMER:
ROUNDI P I P

p,us

2

$15
RegiStrati011 Fee

ONLY 3 WEEKS LEFT TO MAKE
YOUR RESERVATION!
Limited to students, faculty and staff of
any California State College and immediate family members.
LOS ANGELES -LONDON -LOS ANGELES
FLIGHT 101
FLIGHT 102
FLIGHT 103

JULY 10 SEPTEMBER 19
AUGUST 1 AUGUST 30
AUGUST 2 SEPTEMBER 1

OAKLAND -LONDON -OAKLAND
JUNE 29
HIGHT 104
RIGHT 105

SEPTEMBER 8
JULY 8 SEPTEMBER 3

9 WEEKS
4 WEEKS
412 WEEKS
10 WEEKS
9 WEEKS

Charterer is assisted by Travel Service. Inc. of Berkeley,
in association with Saturn Airways and Bank of California.

*MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW1
BOB AGNEW
1515 MARBURG WAY, APT. F-10
SAN JOSE, CALIF. 95133
PHONE: 415 848-8597
WEEKDAYS 9 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.

1969

EUROPE CHARTERS_

am

. r
Students Unite tor Christ

Friday Men* 14 14(14

8-14PARTAN DAII.T

Spartaguide
TODAY
Muslim Student’s Ass(wiation,
12::30 p.m , I.N220. Prayer meeting.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, 7:30 p.m., ED120. Brother
Preston will speak on "Love:
Black and White."

SvIS Mountaineering and Out
door Awareness, 9 :LIM. Fifth and
San Salvador Streets. Trip to
abandoned lime quarry.
Hawaiian Club, ft a.m.-5 p.m.,
Chevron Station, Race and San
Carlos Streets. Car wash (one
dollar).

The Iranian Students Association, 2:30 p.m., Cafeteria A An
informal New Year party.
TOMORROW
Weekend Co-Ree, 12:30-4:30
p.m., PER Bldg. Volleyball, badminton, ping-pong, swimming, and
basketball.

SUNDAY

Teacher Interviews
Wort-swill:dist.. trout the folIIMing S1.11.1111 distriets %sill he 011
tss
campus during the litt
Weeks to Inters len teacher eandidistes for the 1969-711 sehlool
year. Intersii.ns still be held In
the Placement tenter, ISIrig. AA,
Interested eandl122 Si. !Ninth
dates 11181 sign for an appointment ROW.
FRIBAS’, MARCH 14
South Ray t men Elementary
:.,,iry,
I
:.
.San
special eduea t ion.
AB(’ Unified (Los Angeles).
d seeondary.
Elementar:.
d I .os Angeles,.
Lynwood
,,ndary.
Elementary. id,
i;
AIONDAV, 3LARt
Llementary.
State of
high.
Buena Park rlementary
i.lementary.
(Orange E’ounty
Montero. Peninsula linIfied.
Elementary, high.

Muslim Student’s Association,
7 p.m., ED210. Koranic discussion meeting.
Tri-t’, 9:45 a.m.-5:45 p.m.. TriC Bldg., Third and San Antonio
Streets. Discussion and refreshments.
United Campus Chrintian Minim ry ( UCCNI ti :43 p.m., Jonah’s
Wail. Dinner 140 centst. At 7:15
p.m. Phil Wanderer will discuss
"VVhere we get and what reinat tit ierles.r acist
forces our
Everyone is invited to attend.

18
EsDAI’,
Stade of Hawaii. Elementary,
high.
I Orange 1.
Placent la I’nlfled
Elementary. high.
1 Riverside).
Corona l’alfled
Elementary, high.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19
Savanna Elementary (Orange).
Elementary.
Murray Elementary (Alameda
limited
Elementary,
County).
junior high.
Huntington Beach Union High
(Orange). High - all areas.
Plumaa Unified. Elementary,
special educ., high.

MONDAY
SAM, 2:30 p.m., ED230. Executive board meeting.
Delta Sigma Phi Pledges, 7:30 ,
p.m., 124 S. Ilth St. Meeting to!
discuss sneak plans.
TIENDAV
Slarketing Club, 7:30 p.m..
Cafeteria A. Business meeting.
All members and interested peo-

THURSDAY, MARCH 20
Dixie Elementary (Marin). Elementary.
El Monte Elementary (Los Angelesi. Elementary, special edue.
Montebello Unified (Los An
gelesi. Elementary, special eclue..
limited junior and senior high.

RoN LENT
Frature Editor

Failure cuines easy: suceess
hard. Case in point: SJS senior
Jim McKenzie, a two-time academic loser who tties harder. Of
course, he’s had help along the
way.
The blond Scot managed to fall
into Uncle SaIll’S tentacles -while maintaining a 2.0 GPA here
from September, 1961 to October
in 1964.
Two years. one month and 18
days later, the 26-year -old San
Francisco native returned --- to
SJS ---- and flunked out that
same semester.
"When I failed for the first
time in the spring, 1967, I could
have pmtested and been reinstated," MacKenzie said. Unfortunately. he was at the time, unaware of his protest perogative.
MacKenzie enrolled at West
Valley Junior College and compiled a 3.73 GPA that same
spring. How did he do it? "It
was easy: I studied," NlacKenzie
related.

Film on Australia
To Be Presented
Students interested in wildlife
and conservation can see a film
presented by the National Audubon Society in Morris Dailey Auditorium April 14, at 8 p.m.
Thc last of the 1968-1969 film
series, the film will portray "Outback Australia," exploring untamed and marshy regions of the
country.
Tickets are available for 60
cents at the Biology Storeroom,
S221.

$279
$279
$298
$199

from
from
from
from

6-19/9-16
6-18/9- 6
6-16/9-13
6-21/9- 4

L.A.
L.A.
L.A.
N.Y.

to London, Amsterdam, Barcelona
(bull fights!). 3 -weeks Study Courses
available in France, R.ss4, Soain
Germany. Phone (213) 274-0729 Or
272.8081 or underline item of ,n
tares? and mail roiinon for I .e
info to E. Kahn SFVSC c.o..

mu b of peoplc," MacKenzie
claimed.
9875 Santa Monica B., Beverly Hills
How did MacKenzie get back
in? "I started out." MacKenzie
Name:
continued, "by obtaining a counStreet:
seling appointment in ADM201."
He met with a counselor during
City:
the first day of classes and was 4111L
told, "Get a letter of reinstatefrom your department
ment
chairman" or ’’be ready to pack
a suitcase."
"Prof. William Graph, Gordon
(on many styles)
Edward, Ronald Stecker and Dr
Alexander McCalltun all recomand Generous Savings
mended my rein.statement," Macon your Co!leqe
Kenzie said. ’The four departmental instructors told the Rein- ’
statement Committee the school
could I7e benefited by having me
stay in."
"All four wrote letters that
saved my neck," said MacKenzie gratefully:. MacKenzie insisted
that these four profe:sors are
"sticking their necks out for me.
I have something to prove for
them.
soft
"I’m doing real well this Semester - so far,’’ assessed MacKenzie in unveiling his hopes for
a 3.0 GPA this spring.
At that rate, Jim MacKenzie
may one day procure his elusive

SIERRk TH kVEI. I \ (I.

3 Week
Delivery

CLASS RING
VI7
tti

Order Your
Class Ring
Now From

4)p. ran4ey.:4 11A
7oup oi Cupope

Act Now!

ruiits~603
’

Aug. 2nd to Sept. 1st
$998.00
All-inclusive cost.

$24.95

Your College Class Ring for
Esery Set
I uith your year
date, your school crest, your
initials in mond 10.1sarat
1.1110110.
Many styles & S11111e0
f
. F’isseq Qttalit & Fastest Delis," y.

STUDENTS ONLY!

Why Wait?

Contact
Dr. R. G. Tansey
S.J.S.C.
Art Department

Other styles to select from

F
Z

$A1)

Rings
Pictured
Priced
From

’11/11

West Coast & return
$700.00

AUTHOPUlD

ice organization, has a new commander.
Gerald Brentnall, senior business major, wrbs elected to the
leadership post last month.
Possessor of a 3.1 GPA, Brentnall, in his three semesters with
the Corps of Cadets, has been
active as chaplain of the squad-

ron and administrative officer
with the corps.
Brentnall’s plans for the squadron include sending clothes and
canned grxxls to American Indians in the Southwest and the
possible adoption of a Vietnamese
war orphan. Also high on the
list of the new commander’s plans
is the Arnold Air Society’s active support for next week’s
AFROTC-Angel Flight B 1 o od
Drive.

Mag.m.iiie,

piuduced by
engineering students twice a semester, will go on sale Monday
for 25 cents. The magazine, featuring aiticles by instructors and
stUdents, will he sold in the lobby
of the Engineering Building.
Mike Ward, associate editor
and a senior in aeronautical operations, explained that two articles. one by Dr. William Tidwell,
professor
of
biological
sciences and one by Dr. David
Mttge,
assistant
professor of
chemical engineering, concerns
the problems of education from
the point of view of the American
Federation of Teachers.
Barry Grimm. senior in mechanical, engineering and Rule
staff design editor, has written
an article questioning the value
of an engineering education. Another staff member, Martin Hollmann, senior in aeronautical operations, has an article on the
aeronaut ies department.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
THE GALERIA - 131 E. Williams Anst Under New Management
week come in and browse.
i!
Th..rs., Fri., Sat.
10 speed bike in
I WANT TO BUY
n. Reasonable price.
.
rtisi Pat Carstens.
t’.
EUROPE, i260$315 roundtrip, $175 one
Charter, 841.3965 5-7 p.m. or
x..irtman 1217 Carleton, Berke FORMING COMBO, NEED guitar play.
7:s0,67-9. drums - saxo, musical instrument con.
.

EUROPE

Interested in looking for and
ROOMMATE NEEDED desperateiy. GIRLS:
sharing eke Tahoe apt. this summer.
Quiet. clean apt. I bdrm. $50,mo. 54/
Barbara, 269-4106.
Call
293-0866.
Call
#3.
I
Ith
So.
GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS
UPPER DIVISION MAN needed to share
JOBS JOBS JOBS
2 bdrrn. apt. with 3 others $57.50 148
SERVICES le)
MONEY MONEY MONEY
Part time work in our office. No ex- E. Williams *28. Call 287-4821,
perience necessary. Choice of hours.
HARMONY HOUSE
RENT A STEREO: Or a TV from Esche’s
$2.00thr. Call Mr, Andrews, 287.1728.
Room and board for men only. $95/mo. Free delivery, free service, no contract.
MARRIED Ceuple - FREE RENT. Ex- TV & rec. room with game tables. Room $10.00 per month. 251-2598.
change for janitor work for wife, and only $40/mo. 342 E. William 287.0209. TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE, DOERmaint. work for husband. Nursery School.
IENCED. Will edit. 2% mi. from camVENTURE I
Up to June 1970. 225-4820.
Coed living center $100 per mo. incl. pus. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
WORK WITH USII
lounge,
large
TV,
color
board,
room and
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
We’ll work with you inside our office. heated pool. 525 So. 9th. Tel 287-4885. Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Telephone new and renewal accounts.
Marrianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris AM
quiet
share
to
ROOMMATE
FEMALE
No experience required. Hours arCall 292- Call 371-0395. San Jose.
ranged to fit your class schedule. Salary apt. $45/mo. on So. 9th St.
6515.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fest,
+ bonuses 298.4479.
WANTED: FEMALES 8 MALES, nice accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baetor.
NEED electric guitarists - single or rooms. kitchen privileges. TV, patio. 596 Phone 244-6581.
group to play background at wedding. S. 10th or call Ted 293.9877. If not PROOF READING and MANUSCRIPT
Neat appearance. No rock. Call 295- home leave message.
EDITING. NO typing. Call 248.6522.
3163 or 287.7580.
ROOM AND BOARD or kitchen priv.
INCOME TAX SERVICE
DRIVER WANTED, ice cream vending Women close to campus 293-7453.
Fed. or State. $3.50 on or off campus.
route. 30.50%. 9-11 a.m. 297-4228. Full
FOR RENT, Furnished 2 bdrm, 2 bth 780 So. 11th #10. Call 293.1211.
or part time.
apts. 148 E. Williams. 3 brm. also YOUR WEDDING photographed in nee.
MATURE WOMAN student domestic available.
tural color. 20 enlargements plus album,
help exchange for room and board. Call
$89.95. Greenwood 244.1490.
293-7453.
SKI CABIN FOR RENT. Mar 31 to April
LOST AND FOUND (61
GIRLS: Will a talented cook please an6. Sleeps 6.8._ Call 732.1647 after 7 p.m.
swer this call? Tasty dinners for three
"HEP," RELIABLE, creative chTld care.
are needed! Food+Wages (open). Cell LOST: Black & Whifo photos in Red Call 286-4540.
Preuss Pharmacy Bag. Lost Feb. 21 on
2434045.
or around campus. Call Martha 294. TYPING IN MY HOME. 35 cents/page.
3 MEN WANTED to help ’,imager es- 6330.
W!’l
m.nor edit;no Contact 257.6788.
tablish Good Housekeeping magazine
service in this area. $2 per hour to start, LOST: 1968 High School ring. Silver
with bonuses and raises after training. with mother of pearl stone. Initials C.S.
TRANSPORTATION (9)
Reward. 294.2916.
Call 292.2429.
HELP WANTED 14)

ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)

Friday Ells_ 9875 Santa

AUTOMOTIVE (21
65 712.4A IRS. spokes, m.x. tires, red,
-1 $1800. Call 293-4289.
-!
FALCON 2 door, a/t, r/h, $150.
6’
7:00 p.m.
h. valves and roll
-PRITE
Ix, 295.9993.
hi

MGA 1600 Coupe. Rebuilt engine,
;_,D2..7nslo3p SP radials, radio.

63

OLDS CUTLASS cony., 4 spd.. V-8
.. excellent cond. $795/offer.

1954 CHRYSLER IMPERIAL 4 door se, j2...3o. transportation - $150.

HOUSING 15/

1500, good condition. 3 new
WANTED - 2 ,nmale roommates to
c. heate-. $875/offer. Must sell.
share with 2 others. 695 So. I Ith St.
.’ 4 1732.
#9. Call 287.1192.
’64 FAIRLANE 500. Standard V8. 2 tone.
CONTRACT FOR SALE, close to cam
$750 or offer. Call 295PUS 114 So. Ilth $250. Call 294-5978.
, 2S’ 6302.
Females only.
’63 T -BIRD, Hardtop, full power, ajr,
gooa condition. $675. Call 298.5346 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 384 E.
Williams $45/rno. C.all 292-8430
!anytime.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share
I bairns. apt. So. I0th St. $57.50/mo.
Call 292.8192.
SALE 1.3)
6S VW

- Fop

FOUND: Puppy in the vicinity of S.
Palo Alto Mon
9th and Reed on 3/11/69. Call 294. NEED RIDE to and from
day-Thursday. Call Patrice 325-5986
4606 dI’er 5 30.
after 4 p.m. or leave message.
CAR POOL from Watsonville, Aptos,
PERSONALS 171
Santa Cruz Areas. Call 724-8571 after
6:00 p.m.
ANNA - What kept vou asleep on DEPENDABLE daily ride. East San Jose
Monday morning. Jan. 6? Henry? You (vic. of Alexian Hosp.) to 7th & San
promised me 8:30 a.m. Me, poor fool, Fernando. 7:30.5 p.m. MF. $5 weekly.
believed voot!
251 1358,
GIRLS interested in looking for and sharing Lake Tahoe apt. This summer. Call
Barbara 269.4106.
UNDER STRESS? Get answers to life’s
most pressing problems. Dial Peace of
Mind, 294.3333, anytime.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

u S. SURPLUS NAVY PEA COATS, field
ts. bell bottom pants, leather and
jackets, camping supplies. HIP.
PIE -FASHIONS. Lace and velvet
’oodles. JACK & PAT’S THIRD HAND
STORE. 375 E. Hedding. Between 8th
& 9th. Free parking. Open Sat. & Sun.,
-losed Mon.

11
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JEWELERS
No Money Down
Terms to Suit You
307 Town &
try
Village
Downtown
91 S. Firgt Street
()PEN MOND Y, TIII 10-.111)
AND 11(11/%1’ NP.II Is

To Place
an ad:

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

SKIS AND BOOTS: Head Masters 1195)
Step in Bindings $130. Nordica Buckle
Boots (used once) size 10 $80.00 or
best offer. 286-4849.

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

MICROSCOPE, student type (spencer)
excellent condition $25.00. Call 225.
4123.

(1.3

I

I’m interested in buying a Volkswagen hr and picking
it up in Europe. Please send me your illustrated brochure
and price list.
Natn
, _ _

SJS’
Squadmn,
S.,ffelhacw
blanch of the Arnold Air Society,
Air Force ROTC’ social and serv

WOOD LATHE NEW $i5. Radial Drill
Press New $37.50. Bel+ disc sander new
$30. 60 E. San Fernando. Phone 292.
0409.

Limited Space
Available.

The eas’est way to get
a Volkswagen in Europe
is to buy it here.
ipiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiimmiiimmutimininummunnununumummumuni.
= BOB H1MSL VOLKSWAGEN
Llse Graf!
al
- 1560 NORTH FIRST STREET
Manager
sw
....
E SAN JOSE
0 ***** ara Delivery
286-8800
. . . .7
=
=
=
_

SJS Staffelbach Squadron
Chooses New Commander

JET CHARTERS

The conservation major returned to SJS during the spring
1968, albeit on probation, and
earned a 2.1 GPA. But his acabaccalaureate.
demic success was short-lived.
Last semester, MacKenzie en- TO40000001:1100000000
rolled in one class and flunked
out a second time. It WEIS a 15 unit conservation course that
netted him a 1.6 GPA.
MacKenzie never reeeivecl his
grades. "I found out I was disqualified when they didn’t have
my packet when I went to register with the other seniors,’’ he
noted.
If he had hem informed about
his disqualification pallier, "I
might have started my reinstatement process earlier and would
have registered with the normal

culminate its a Seventh Street
rally Wednesday, March 19, at
12:30 p.m.
Stuait Briscoe, general manager of Torchbearer’s Fellowship
of Capernwray, England, will
speak at the rally following several Christian instructors and
students who will relate what
Christ has meant to them, according to Barry Keiser, spokesman for the project, and minister tc) collegians at First Baptist Church of San Jose.
Project Seven came about as
several Christian groups agreed
to unite "around a common goal
of presenting Jesus Christ as the
only solution to every problem."
according to Keiser. The groups
include Tri-C, Campus Crusade
For Christ, Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, Chi -Alpha, and
some students from San Jose
Bible College.
The project will be followed on
"College
by
night
Thursday
Life," a get together in Jonah’s
p.m. open to everyone.
Wail at

recent SJS history to present
Christ to the campus in one major endeavor.
Project Seven, as the effort is
termed, wa.s kicked off last night
by a Christian Mobilization Musicale in Concert Hall and will

rVediewinPRinutlei
Rule

Wit are ’Miter].

Two-Time Dropout
Won’t Give Up Hope
11
Daily

"Solution -Spiritual Rev 01 ution."
"Students For Jesus."
These slogans appearing on
blue buttons and pink posters
around campus are two of the
signs of the first united effort in

AF eFart su

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30
MWF
9:30 - 1 1:30

WEDDING GOWN. Exquisite, 5175.00
Alfred Angelo. sacrifice $95.00 incls.
$12.00 petticoat. Call Jan 286-1195
OVOS.

FURNITURE table lamps, sofa, book.
cases, desks and other items. Good con
dition. Phone 294.8774.
SKIS: New! Head SL, 195 cm. Salomon
Bindings (step in) Comp. Heel, anti.
shock toe. Call 286-8105 after 5:30
o.m. 8150.

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

SIAMESE KITTENS - 4 delightful 5.
week old Siamese males are looking for
good homes $20. Call Henry 286.0341
or see at 347 E. San Fernando.

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

I
P SETTER 5EE WHAI’S SLOWING UP THE LINE
SKIS 69" Rossinol Strato 207 $90. Call
THAT N6VV CHAP MAY BE HAVINC; SOME TIZGU8i-E,q
293-0902.
. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CLASSIFIED RATES
’inimum
Three lines
One day

One day

Two days

Three days

3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

-2-,Dir
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

SO

.50

.50

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)
Four days

Five days

2.40 ---1.-W
2.90
3.00
3.40
3.50
-37)14- 4.00
.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
0 For Sale (3)

E Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
0 Lost end Found (6)

7 Personals (7)
Serelas (8)

0 Transportation (SO

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed

City

Phone

Days
IS

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER. OR CASH TO SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
95114
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF
Please allow 2 days atter placing tor ad to appear.
1111/11.

